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Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Mr. Jeffrey A. Ciocco

Docket No. 52-021
MHI Ref: UAP-HF-12333

Subject: MHI's Second Amended Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 571-4365
Revision 0 (SRP 09.02.02) Questions 09.02.02-52 and 09.02.02-57

Reference: 1) "Request for Additional Information 571-4365 Revision 0, SRP Section
09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM, Application
Section: 9.2.2, dated April 10, 2010.

2) "MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 571-4365", UAP-HF-1 0160,
dated June 8, 2010. (ML101650268)

3) "MHI's Revised Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 571-4365
Revision 0", UAP-HF-11237, dated July 29, 2011. (ML112140227)

4) "Audit Report from April 18-19 to Review US-APWR Design Control
Document, Revision 3 Issues for Chapter 9 (Including Calculations)" dated
May 15, 2012. (ML12137A0002)

With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") a document entitled "Second Amended Response to
Request for Additional Information No. 571-4365 Revision 0 Questions 09.02.02-52 and
09.02.02-57".

Enclosed is the second amended response to Questions 09.02.02-52 and 09.02.02-57 that
are contained within Reference 1. The previous responses to Questions 09.02.02-52 and
09.02.02-57 were provided in References 2 and 3. This amended response to Questions
09.02.02-52 and 09.02.02-57 is being submitted to make changes that were discussed
during the April 18-19, 2012 audit of Section 9.2 documented in Reference 4.

Please contact Mr. Joseph Tapia, General Manager of Licensing Department, Mitsubishi
Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of the
submittal. His contact information is provided below.

Sincerely,

Yoshiki Ogata,
Director - APWR Promoting Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

12/1912012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-52
Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-28

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-28, the following items
should be addressed:

" The proposed revisions to the DCD did not sufficiently address the original RAI. Section
9.2.2 should fully describe and explain what the minimum system heat transfer and flow
requirements are for normal operating, refueling, and accident conditions, the bases for
these requirements including limiting assumptions that apply (such as temperature
considerations), how much excess margin is available and how this was determined, and
what limiting system temperatures and pressures are assumed with supporting basis. In
addition, there were no supporting bases for the design. The RAI response should
re-address these items and clearly address excess margin that is available.

" The response indicated that DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.1, "Normal Power
Operation," would be revised per an attached markup to clarify CCWS temperature
control; however, this attachment did not appear in the response, nor did DCD revision 2
indicate any changes.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref:
UAP-HF-09388; dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:

This RAI response is being revised to include an additional DCD markup
(Attachment-1) necessary to resolve action items from the April 18-19, 2012 audit of
Section 9.2, as documented in the NRC's audit report date May 15, 2012 (ML12137A002).
The action item was related to the capability of the CCW heat exchanger to handle flow
rates corresponding to pump runout. This revised response completes the MHI
commitment for this action item. Note that no changes to the response below has
been made; only the DCD markup is revised.

9.2.2.52-1



The CCWS plate-type heat exchangers have a "design" capacity of 50 x 106 BTU/hr to
allow removal of the normal operating heat load using two heat exchangers. The design
heat load is determined by summing the individual user requirements, which are listed in
DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-6. (Table 9.2.2-6 is provided in the response to Question
9.2.2-54.) Note that the SFP heat exchanger load is based on ANSI/ANS 5.1 decay heat
modeling, which predicts about 30% larger decay heat than ORIGEN 2.2 output. That is,
the heat load shown in Table 9.2.2-6 for the SFP heat exchanger is 20.3 x1 06 Btu/hr, based
on the design SFP loading described in Section 9.1.3.1; this heat load exceeds the
ORIGEN 2.2 output by about 6 x10 6 Btu/hr. The design CCWS heat exchanger capacity is
50 xl 06 Btu/hr; therefore, in practice there is about a 10% margin (6/50) in the CCWS
design heat removal capacity. The DCD markup has been revised to clarify the basis for
the 10% margin. Additionally, vendor design margin for the heat exchanger area is a
minimum of 20% over the design heat exchanger area of 11068 ft2 provided in the
attached Table 9.2.2.52-1. Actual heat exchanger performance based on these design
considerations will reflect the temperature differential across the heat exchange surface
(AT) and the product of overall heat exchange coefficient and area (UA). The heat
exchange area, A, does not change for the required condition; however U and AT will
change due to changes in flow rate or temperature differential in each heat exchange
condition. The attached Table 9.2.2.52-1 summarizes heat exchanger performance for
the key operating conditions. As indicated in the table, the "design" condition of 50 x 106

Btu/hr is associated with CCW and ESW flow rates of 11000 gpm, consistent with DCD
Table 9.2.2-2. The maximum CCWS design outlet temperature is 100°F and maximum
cooling water inlet temperature from ESWS is 95°F. These are the design conditions
which are used for normal operation. The table indicates the UA value for the design
condition, which will be added to DCD Table 9.2.2-2. Other operating conditions and the
resultant heat transfer rates are shown in the attached Table 9.2.2.52-1. DCD
Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.1 and DCD Tables 9.2.2-2, 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 will be revised to
summarize the design information and show the heat transfer and flow rates at other
operating conditions. Heat exchanger design calculations are documented as MHI
calculations, which are available for audit.

The response to Question 09.02.02-28 provided in UAP-HF-09388 stated that "DCD Tier
2 section 9.2.2.2.2.1 Normal Power Operation will be revised per the attached markup to
clarify CCWS temperature control". The response incorrectly referred to a change in
Subsection 9.2.2.2.2.1 and an attachment; this attachment does not exist. In DCD
Revision 2, Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.1 "Normal Operation" was added, but did not explicitly
address temperature control. The changes proposed in the response to Q9.2.2-67
address CCWS temperature control (i.e., flow rate is regulated using manual flow control
valves to achieve desired temperature) and supersede the response provided in
UAP-HF-09388.

Impact on DCD (See Attachment-1)

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.1.2 will be revised as follows:

* Change title of Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.1 from "Normal Operation" to "Power Operation"
* Change title of Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.2 from "Normal Plant Cooldown" to "Cooldown by

CS/RHRS"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.4, "Startup"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.5, "Accident"
* Add Subsection 9.2.2.1.2.6, "Safe Shutdown"
* Editorial changes
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DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.1 will be revised as follows:

* Add description of CCWS heat exchanger "design" condition,
* Add allowable CCWS heat exchanger supply temperatures to loads for all operating

modes
* Margin and the bases for margin determination

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be revised as follows:

* Add "UA" value for design condition
* Editorial changes

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-4 will be revised as follows:

* Add heat loads for Startup and Refueling operating conditions
* Add note addressing effect of opening RCP cross-tie valves
* Editorial changes

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-5 will be revised as follows:

* Add flow rates for Startup and Refueling operating conditions
* Add note addressing effect of opening RCP cross-tie valves
* Editorial changes

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.

9.2.2.52-3



RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

12/19/2012

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 571-4365 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 09.02.02 - REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING WATER SYSTEM

APPLICATION SECTION: 9.2.2

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 4/13/2010

QUESTION NO.: 09.02.02-57

Follow-up to RAI 362-2278, question 09.02.02-33

Based on the staff's review of the applicant's response to RAI 09.02.02-33, the following items
should be addressed.

Item 1: The applicant should address the following concerns:

* The minimum NPSH that is needed for CCWS operation needs to be specified and
explained.

" How the required minimum NPSH is satisfied by the system design when taking
vortex formation into consideration is not discussed.

* How much excess margin is available for the most limiting case is not included.
* Insufficient information to enable the staff to independently confirm the adequacy of

the design with regard to NPSH, including limiting assumptions and supporting
justification is not included.

* The proposed DCD text is confusing. The DCD text states, since the difference of
installation elevation between the surge tanks and the pumps is large enough, as
NPSH available, there is sufficient margin. The applicant should consider revising
this statement.

* Describe if the CCWS pumps trip based on sensed low water level in the surge tank.

Item 2: The applicant should address the following concerns:

* Describe in the DCD the bases for the surge tank setpoints water level.
* Describe in the DCD the surge tank design details such as system internal volume,

temperature extremes that are accommodated by the design.
* The surge tank volume should be listed in both DCD Tier I and Tier 2 sections/tables.
* Describe in the DCD the maximum leakage rate that is assumed including

justification.
* Describe in the DCD the key assumptions and conclusions from the design

calculations for sizing the component cooling water system surge tanks.

9.2.2.57-1



* Since one surge tank services two safety-related CCWS trains, describe in the DCD
possible surge tank level instrument interactions.

* Describe in the DCD if the surge tank internal partition plates can be internally
inspected (manways provided).

Item 3:
* Gas accumulation in safety-related system needs to be addressed by the applicant.

Gas accumulation is addressed in INPO Significant Event Report (SER) 2-05, "Gas
Intrusion in Safety Systems," San Onofre event and information in Generic Letter(GL)
2008-01, "Managing as Accumulation in Emergency Core Cooling, Decay Heat
Removal and Containment Spray Systems. Describe in the DCD that nitrogen
accumulation has been adequately evaluated.

Item 4: The following concerns should be addressed in the response:
* Describe in the DCD the surge tank makeup water flow rates requirements.
* Describe in the DCD the makeup water flow paths and their safety related status.
* Describe in Tier 1, DCD Section 2.7.3.3, any safety related makeup water source to

the surge tanks. In addition, appropriate Tier 1 requirements should be established
for the makeup function.

Item 5: In accordance with Figure 9.2.2-1, vacuum breakers are installed on top of the surge
tank. The applicant states in this RAI response that the vacuum breakers are
installed 'in the' surge tank. The applicant should consider correcting this to "on
the" surge tank. Also, note 6 on Figure 9.2.2-1 should be modified to indicate this is
a vacuum breaker. In addition, the surge tank vacuum breakers are an important
design feature to ensure the surge tanks remain operable under all design
conditions and should be shown in the Tier I Figures.

Item 6: Provide a discussion in Tier 2, DCD Section 9.2.2 related to the 'protection functions'
statement in the Technical Specifications Basis, Section B3.7.7 which state that
surge tanks in the system provide pump trip protection functions to ensure that
sufficient net positive suction head is available. Describe the protection functions in
the DCD since the low-low water level alarm on the surge tank is not considered a
pump trip protection function.

Reference: MHI's Responses to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 362-2278; MHI Ref:
UAP-HF-09388; dated July 16, 2009; ML092080393.

ANSWER:

This RAI response is being revised to include additional DCD markups
(Attachment-2) and make changes to the response necessary to resolve action
items from the April 18-19, 2012 audit of Section 9.2, as documented in the NRC's
audit report dated May 15, 2012 (ML12137A002). The action items were related to
the maximum CCW pump flow and the prevention of air ingestion. This revised
response completes the MHI commitment for those action items. Changes to the
RAI response are shown in bold text.

Item 1 Bullet 1
The NPSH available (NPSHA) for each CCWS operating mode is designed to be 70 ft,
which is based on NPSH required at the maximum flow rate 17,000 gpm based on
the rated flow rate of 12,000 gpm plus 40% margin. The CCWS pumps are

9.2.2.57-2



designed to have a required NPSH (NPSHR) of 70 ft or less.

Item 1 Bullet 2
The static water head used in the calculation of NPSH available as CCWS is based
on an elevation difference of 125 ft from the surge tank outlet nozzle (which is lower
than the minimum water height required to prevent air ingestion below the
low-low tank water level pump trip setpoint), to the pump suction nozzle; thus, this is
conservative with respect to the actual elevation difference between the water level
and pump suction. The available NPSH obtained by this elevation difference further
includes a margin of 50% in the pump design (that is, NPSH available is reduced by
50%).

Item 1 Bullet 3 and 4
Available CCW pump NPSH is determined by the pressure loss in piping, static water
head and saturated steam pressure in the CCW surge tank. Conservative values
are used for each of these factors in the determination of available NPSH.
Specifically, the suction piping pressure loss is based on the CCW pump rated flow of
12,000 gpm, which exceeds the required flow rate for any system operating mode.
The assumed static water head is based on an elevation difference of 125 ft from the
tank outlet nozzle to the pump suction, rather than the more realistic tank low-low
water level. Saturated steam pressure is taken at the maximum water temperature
of 1500F. In addition to these conservative assumptions, the available NPSH for
pump design is assumed to be 50% less to provide additional margin, as stated
earlier. DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised to summarize this design
approach.

Item 1 Bullet 5
The description of the installation height between the surge tank and the pump in
DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised to clarify that the key assumptions and
basis for assuring that there is adequate NPSH for CCWS pumps.

Item 1 Bullet 6
The CCWS pumps do not trip on surge tank low-low level. Because of the
conservatism in the NPSH calculations, the CCWS continue to have adequate NPSH
even at the low-low level setpoint. Thus, the CCWS pumps are not automatically
tripped. There are three causes for a substantial decrease in the surge tank water
level:

i) Leakage from valve glands or pump seals
ii) Leakage from components in non-safety piping during earthquake
iii) Leakage across header tie line valves (NCS-MOV-007NB,
NCS-MOV-020A/B), if closed.

Upon occurrence of leakage at valve glands or pump seals, a surge tank low level will
result in opening of valves to normal water makeup with a design capacity of 75 gpm;
the makeup capacity exceeds the potential leakage rate, from valve glands or pump
seals as discussed in the response to Question 9.2.2-49. If leakage occurs in
non-safety piping, the surge tank low-low water level actuates isolation valves to
non-safety piping, so that tank compartment water level can be maintained.

Item 2 Bullet 1, 2, 4 and 5
The capacity of the surge tanks is determined by taking into account the following
factors:

9.2.2.57-3



i) Absorption of volume variations due to temperature changes caused by
changes in heat load of the CCW System

ii) Sufficient volume to accommodate the in-leakage of cooling water or inflow
from the RCP thermal barrier prior to isolation of the leakage.

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be changed to reflect a design change which increases
the volume of each surge tank to 420 ft3. The larger tank volume has been included
in the DCD Tier I Table 2.7.3.3-5 update provided in response to Question 9.2.2-68.

For volume variations due to CCW temperature changes, a temperature variation of
70F associated with the start and stop of the BA evaporator is taken into consideration.
Assuming that the water volume of the CCW System is about 8,750 ft3, the
compartment volume will change by about 10% due to a temperature change of ±70F.

In-leakage from the RCP thermal barrier is assumed to be 300 gpm continuing for
thirty seconds. To accommodate this inflow, the capacity of the gas phase section of
the surge tank must be at least 120 ft3, which is less than 50% of the tank capacity.
In case of leakage from the thermal barrier, the thermal barrier outlet valve closes in
10 seconds to isolate the in-leakage in less than thirty seconds.

A potential in-leakage rate of 50 gpm from sources other than the RCP thermal barrier
is assumed to occur due to static failures (leakage at valve glands or pump seals).
The surge tank water level is maintained to ensure a gas volume that provides a
sufficient time margin for isolation of the in-leakage.

Item 2 Bullet 3
Description on the surge tank capacity was added to DCD Revision 3 Tier 1 Table
2.7.3.3-5 (Item 7.iii); it is listed in DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2. These tables will be
updated to reflect the larger tank capacity, as discussed earlier.

Item 2 Bullet 6 and 7
The surge tanks are normally maintained at a slight positive in pressure with a
nitrogen gas atmosphere and are free of significant temperature transients or
variations in flow rate. Thus, the possibility of a large scale static failure in the tank
is very low. If out-leakage were to occur, water would be supplied from the make-up
water system. In-leakage would be detected by surge tank compartment water level
and each header flow rate and isolated manually. If one CCW train were to be
isolated, a failure in the operating train might adversely affect the operating train. To
prevent this, an internal partition plate is installed in each tank effectively creating a
functionally separate volume for each CCW train. The partition plate also serves to
separate the train suction points; the partition extends from the tank bottom to a
height above the high water level setpoint. The surge tanks are provided with
manholes to allow visual inspection of the partition plates in the tanks. Redundant
surge tank compartment water level indicators are installed on both sides of each
CCWS tank. There is no potential conflict between the level instruments because
only one provides input to the level control valve. Please see the response to
Question 9.2.2-49, which provides DCD Figure 2.7.3.3-1 illustrating the functional
arrangement of the CCWS surge tank partition plate.

Item 3:
Tier 2, DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised to add physical characteristics that
minimize the potential for gas accumulation at locations other than the surge tank.
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* Item 4
Please see the responses to Questions 9.2.2- 51, 55, 67 and 69 for discussion of
makeup capacity, requirements and sources.

* Item 5
DCD Tier 1 Figure 2.7.3.3-1 was revised in DCD Revision 3 to add the vacuum
breaker. The symbol for vacuum breakers is shown in DCD Tier 2 Figure 1.7-3.
Therefore, Note 6 on Tier 2 Figure 9.2.2-1 does not need to be revised to indicate this
is a vacuum breaker.

* item 6
Tier 2 DCD Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised to address "protection function" as
indicated in B3.7.7 from the approved PWR Standard Technical Specification Bases,
i.e., the surge tank elevation with respect to the pump provides a protection function
to assure adequate NPSH.

Impact on DCD (See Attachment-2)

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.2 will be revised as follows:

* Add description of design approach used to assure adequate NPSH and avoidance of
air ingestion.

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3 will be revised as follows:

* Add statement regarding physical location of the CCWS surge tanks
* Add statement regarding surge tank elevation and piping arrangement for avoidance

of gas accumulation.
* Address inspection accessibility.
* Clarify free volume capacity
* Add surge tank capability to accommodate inleakage
* Add effect of surge tank water volume change due to system temperature change

DCD Tier 2 Subsection 9.2.2.5.4 will be revised as follows:

* Additional description of level indication and level control function
* Add basis for normal level setpoint and variation of level with temperature.
* Add discussion regarding surge tank leakage monitoring

DCD Tier 2 Table 9.2.2-2 will be revised as follows:

0 Revise surge tank volume consistent with design change.

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on S-COLA

There is no impact on the S-COLA.
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Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical/Technical Report

There is no impact on Topical/Technical Report.

9.2.2.57-6



lAttachment -1 1
US-APWR Design Control Document9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

* The CCWS, in conjunction with the ESWS, is capable of maintaining the outlet
temperature of the CCW heat exchanger below the limits of 440125 OF during a DCD 09.02.

design basis accident with loss of offsite power. 0251

9.2.2.1.2 Power Generation Design Bases

The CCWS is designed to:

* Serve as an intermediate system between components containing radioactive
fluids, which are cooled by the system, and the ESWS so as to prevent direct
leakage of radioactive fluid into the environment through the ESWS.

" Provide sufficient cooling capacity for the components required during normal
operating conditions such as normal power operation, normal shutdown and
refueling as described below.

" Detect leakage of radioactive material into the system and control leakage of
radioactive material out of the system. The Component Cooling Water system is
subjected to the design objectives of RG 4.21, "Minimization of Contamination and
Radioactive Waste Generation: Life-Cycle Planning" as it contains radioactive
liquid. A discussion of the design objectives and operational programs to address
these radiological aspects of the system is contained in DCD Section 12.3.1.
System and component design features addressing RG 4.21 (Ref. 9.2.11-9) are
summarized in Table 12.3-8.

* Prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance.

9.2.2.1.2.1 NI1eI -wKer Operation I DCD 09.02.
02-52

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support
normal power operation with one train (pump and heat exchanger) unavailable due to
online maintenance and a single active component failure. The CCWS is sized such that
the component cooling water supply temperature to plant components is not more than
1000 F. As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. Nnaormal operating heat loads are reactor coolant
pump, charging pump, letdown heat exchanger, instrument air, spent fuel pool cooling
heat exchanger, sample heat exchanger, seal water heat exchanger, blowdown sample
cooler, B.A. evaporator, waste gas compressor, and so on. The CCWS provides sufficient
surge tank capacity below the low level alarm to allow for operators to take action.

I DCD 09.02.
02-52

9.2.2.1.2.2 NOMAl Plant Cooldown by CSIRHRS

The CCWS is designed to remove both decay and sensible heat from the core and the
reactor coolant system in addition to some normal operating heat loads during the latter
stages of plant cooldown, as indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. The component cooling water
system is sized to reduce the temperature of the reactor coolant system from 350°F at
approximately 4 hours after reactor shutdown to 140°F using 4 trains while maintaining
the component cooling water supply below 110°F. Failure of one train of CCW with
another train unavailable due to maintenance will not prevent achieving cold shutdown

I DCD 09.02.
02-52

I DCD 09.02.
02-52

Tier 2 9.2-24 Tier2 9.-24Revison 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

conditions. The CCWS continues to provide cooling water to the residual heat removal
system throughout the shutdown after cooldown is complete.

9.2.2.1.2.3 Refueling

During refueling, cooling water flow is provided to spent fuel pool heat exchangers to cool
the spent fuel pool. as indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. For a full core off-load cooling water is I DCD_09.02.
also supplied to a normal residual heat removal heat exchanger as part of spent fuel pool 02-52

cooling. The CCWS maintains the spent fuel pit water temperature below 1200F. System
operation is with both CCWS d subs stem available. The comoonent cooling DCD_09.02.

water supily temDerature to plant components in the refueling mode is not more than 02-52

1000F.

9.2.2.1.2.4 Startup

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to support
plant startup with two trains in each subsystem in operation at the time of maximum heat
load. The number of active CCWS trains is determined by the operating states of the
components to be cooled and the temperature of the ESW suoplied to the COW heat
exchangers. Potential CCWS users in this configuration are identified in Table 9.2.2-6.
Heat loads for COWS in the startug configuration reflect higher Excess Letdown and CS/ DCD_09.02.

RHR heat exchanger requirements: in addition, Letdown load is higher than cower 02-52

ooeration. The COWS is sized such that the component cooling water supply temperature
to plant components is not more than 100°F.

9.2.2.1.2.5 Accident

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the plant components required to suDOort
safety-related loads during accident conditions with one train in each subsystem in
operation. The CCWS can operate two trains to remove the heat load during an accident
condition even if a single failure occurs with one of four trains inoperable due to
maintenance. As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. changes to potential COWS users in this
configuration compared to power operation include the CS/RHR heat exchangers and
shedding of some normal operation loads. The COWS is sized such that the component
cooling water supply temperature to plant comoonents is not more than 1250 F.

9.2.2.1.2.6 Safe Shutdown

The CCWS is designed to transfer heat from the glant components reguired to Support
safe shutdown with one train in each subsystem in operation. The COWS can operate
two trains to put the plant into safe shutdown even if a single failure occurs with one of
four trains inoperable due to maintenance. As indicated in Table 9.2.2-6. potential users
of COWS in this configuration are the same as the accident configuration except that ON
atmosphere gas sample cooler is not required. The COWS is sized such that the
component cooling water supply temperature to plant components is not more than
1250 F.

Tier 2 9.2-25 Re~on4
Tier 2 9.2-25 ROVOGOOR 3



9. AUXILIARY SYSTEMS US-APWR Design Control Document

operating procedures to ensure that the necessary header tie line isolation valves are DCD_09.02.
closed within 24 hours after an event to achieve train separation. See COL Item 13.5(6) 02-80

The containment isolation valves on the supply line to the containment fan coolers from
the COWS open fully in approximately 50 seconds. Therefore. the gradual COWS flow
into the non-ECWS will not create a concern for water hammer. The alternative cooling
water supply to the containment fan coolers is discussed in Section 19.2.

9.2.2.2.1 Component Descriptions

The CCWS components are described below. Design parameters for major components
of CCWS are provided in Table 9.2.2-2.

9.2.2.2.1.1 CCW HX

The CCW HXs transfer heat from the CCWS to the ESWS. The CCW HXs are plate type.
The CCW HXs are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26 (Ref.
9.2.11-3), seismic category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of
the ASME Section III, class 3.

Heat exchangers are designed to remove heat loads associated with all modes of DCD_09.02.
operation. The "design" condition is associated with CCW and ESW flow rates of 11000 02-52

gpm. a maximum CCWS design outlet temperature is 100°F and maximum cooling water
inlet temperature from ESWS is 95°F. At the design condition. the heat removal capacity

of each CCWS heat exchanger is 50 x 10p- Btu/hr. The heat exchanger has the capability DCD_09.02.
to function up to the COW pump runout flow rate. 02-52 SOI

The heat exchanaers are sized to provide cooling water no greater than 1 00°F during
normal operation, no greater than 110°F during shutdown operation and no greater than
125°F durina accident and safe shutdown conditions. The assumed ESWS temperature
is 950F for all operating condtions. Heat exchanger fouling factors are in accordance with
manufacturer's standards and the system water chemistry.

The COWS plate-type heat exchanger "design" heat removal capacity of 50 x 10• BTU/hr
allows removal of the normal operating heat load using two heat exchangers. The design
heat load is determined by summing individual user requirements, which are listed in
Table 9.2.2-6. The heat load from the SFP is based on the decay heat for the design SFP
loading as described in Section 9.1.3.1. calculated by ANSI/ANS 5.1: the decay heat
predicted by ANSI/ANS 5.1 is larger than ORIGEN 2.2 output. Thus. the SFP heat
exchanger heat load shown in Table 9.2.2-6 used for CCWS design is conservative by

abou Btu/hr in comparison to ORIGEN 2.2 predictions. As a result, there is a net
10% margin in the COWS design heat removal capacity due to the conservatism in the
SFP heat exchanaer load. In addition. vendor design marain for the heat exchanger area
is a minimum of 20% over the area associated with the design heat removal capacity.

Actual heat exchanger performance based on these design considerations will reflect the
temperature differential across the heat exchange surface (AT) and the product of the
overall heat exchanae coefficient and heat exchanae area (UA). The heat exchanae area.
A. is not dependent on the COWS operating mode: however, U and AT will chanae due to

Tier 2 9.2-28 Revoegen 3
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chanaes in flow rate or temperature conditions in each heat exchange configuration. DCD_09.02.

Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 provide heat loads and flow rates, respectively, for various 02-52

CCWS operating modes.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
CCWS.

The pumps are horizontal centrifugal pumps and driven by an ac powered induction
motor.

The pumps are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26, seismic
category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Section
III, class 3.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on full power flow conditions, increased pipe roughness, maximum pressure drop
through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of excess margin etc. The DCD_09.02.

design head and flow rate of the CCWS oumos are provided in Table 9.2.2-2. The design 02-53

head is calculated based on supIving cooling water to the RCP thermal barriers, which is
the line having the most severe pressure loss. The pumps have a design head of 180 ft
which ensures a minimum of 5% margin over the head required to account for the
pressure loss of this line at the design flow rate. The design flow rate of 12,000 gpm is at
least 20% larger than that required for any CCWS operational mode. as indicated in Table
9.2.2-5.

Tho eurgo tanks ero locoted at a 14891o9 oloYO10OR thanR #4e pumpe to onouro oufficeort
,IPSu ,arin 'ao a.-o'-ohla The CCWS surge tank is located at a higher elevation (uooer
level of the Reactor Building) than the COWS Dumps (lower level of the Reactor Building).
The Q.calculatione of available NPSH is based on conservative assumptions such as
highoot CCAIS flow rate, highest ... g. kink t.mporour and lowe::st ..... tank ' ... the
maximum CCW flow rate (17,000 qpm. derived from the pump runout). highest surge tank
temperature. and the surge tank nozzle location. The nozzle elevation is below the low-
low water level setpoint. The level at which air ingestion into the CCWS pumps could
occur is between the low-low water level setpoint and the CCWS surge tank nozzle
elevation. Using these conservative assumptions. the calculated NPSH is further reduced
to define the design specification for the required NPSH of the COWS Dumps. This
approach ensures that the COWS pumps have flooded suction during all operating
conditions and,^ ^.-,-r•l..... ••, oump air ingestion can be avoided.

The flow rate of CCWS is reaulated using a manual flow control valve installed
downstream of each piece of auxiliary equipment which is set to maintain adeauate
suoply water to the auxiliary equipment. The heat exchangers that remove the heat load
under normal operation have an adequate capacity to supply COW of 100°F to each
piece of auxiliary equipment even with an ESW temperature of 950F. Thus, the supply
temperature of 100°F or less necessary for normal operation is maintained without
automatic control, so that flow rate is regulated depending on the COW temperature.
without direct temperature control.

DCD_09.02.
02-57

DCD_09.02.
02-57 SO1

DCD_09.02.
02-57
DCD_09.02.
02-57 S01
DCD_09.02.
02-67

Tier 2 9.2-29 Tier2 9.-29ROV280n4
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Table 9.2.2-2 Component Cooling Water System Component Design Datoa

Component Cooling Water Pump

Quantity 4

Type horizontal centrifugal

Design flow rate 12,000 gpm

Design head 180 ft

Design pressure 200 psig

Design temperature 200 a F

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger

Quantity 4

Type Plate type

Plate Material Ti

Heat transfer rate 50.0x 106 Btu/hr

UA 1 0.0xl 0P-Btu/F-hr

CCW side ESW side

Design flow rate 11,000 gpm 11,000 gpm

Design pressure 200 psig 150 psig

Design Temperature 200 a F 140 0 F

Design Inlet temperature 95 OF

Design outlet temperature 100 OF

Component Cooling Water Surge Tank

Quantity 2

Type Horizontal

Capacity 28942Q ft 3 (partitioned into two

coQmartnments

Design pressure 50 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

DCD_09.02.
02-52

DCD_09.02.
02-52

I DCD_09.02.
02-57

Tier 2 
9.2-93 

Rev~.R4
Tier 2 9.2-93 Rev*soeR 3
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Table 9.2.2-4 Cc.m.po:'nen.t. C I ..... o-..... oot"L.ed _ .. .u.l Lea-di [T VUýtuh DCD_09.02.
02-52

TMI" ~NcrmeI P~OrO Ceeldsw by, CS!e19 ee hiw

A4- 2 44.4 234 23

Aa 244 244 40

AWasl604 229.3 46:44 490.0

G&04 484.4 4984 46;9

G42& 44.4 234 234

G2 4" 2&.4 G04 04

subteta 444 224. 4644 490.

.The...I .......... 2 4 2 aepe. fti. f GG r 14X^ Ir.

Tier 2 
9.2-99 Re~e~~4

Tier 2 9.2-99 Revls*en 3
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Table 9.2.2-4 ComDonent Cooling Water System Heat Load [xl0o6 tu/hr1
_oodown bv Safe

HeaderPower Refueling AccidentHeaerStauD Operation CS/RHRS Shutdown

AorB 10.5 0.2 15.7 181.8 138.7 167.9

Al 25.6 25.6 25.4 14.3 23.0 23.0

A2 29.4 24.2 21.6 24.2 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating Total heat
CCW HXs load 2 65.5 1 50.0 2 62.7 2 220.3 1 161.7 1 190.9

C or D 10.5 0.2 15.6 181.8 138.7 167.9

.C 25.6 25.6 25.4 14.3 23.0 230

C2 25.1 15.5 0.9 25.1 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating Total heat
CCW HXs load 2 61.2 1 41.3 1 41.9 2 221.2 1 161.7 1 190.9

DCD_09.02.
02-52

(e.a.. one train is unavailable due to on-line maintenance and a sinole failure occurs in the other train of that subsvstem'I
Note 1: If one subsystem is unavailable.

(e.a. one train is unavailable due to on-line maintenance and a single failure occurs in the other train of that subsystem)
the operator will open the RCP header tie line isolation valves to Drovide cooling from the operating subsystem to the RCP thermal barriers of the

unavailable suhsystem. The additional heat load from the two RCP thermal barriers is 2 5 x 1l Btui/h olaced on the oneratino subsystem

Tier 2 9.2-100 Tie 2 .2-00Revisin 3
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Table 9.2.2-5 Compenent Ce3iing Wuater eyeom Flow Balnee Unit@ Row Rat fet [gPmj DCD_09.02.
02-52

Noemal Pe r G'- Cby G-." AMeie Cb W, w

opera"*R RN"S

690 O400 4-7 4M

A4 46;6 4W6- 476- 46.

A2 4088 41088 34 43-0

4196et3 • • 0689

640 9490 4-7- 490

417-6 4676 4692 4SZ6

G2 92& 449 9, 9:

subtotal 6400 46466 9292 92

Th.t.. ........... n 2 4 2
oporating CCW pum~ps

Tier 2 
9.2-101

Tier 2 9.2-101
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Table 9.2.2-5 ComDonent Cooling Water System Flow Balance Ooaml

HaeSatpPower ' Refueling Cooldown by Accident Safe

Ooeration CS/RHRS Shutdown

AorB 5000 600 5000 9400 4700 4700

Al 4575 4575 3795 4575 4575 4575

A2 2262 1988 1988 1988 0 0

Number of
operating
CCW Total flow
pumps rate 2 11837 1 7163 2 10783 2 15963 1 9275 1 9275

C or D 5000 600 5000 9400 4700 4700

Cl 4575 4553795 4575 4592 4575

C2 1490 925 190 1490 0.0 0.0

Number of
operating

CCW Total flow
p rate 2 11065 1 6100 1 _8985 1 155 9292 1 9275

DCD_09.02.
02-52

DCD_09.09.
02-49

(e.a.. one train is unavailable due to on-line maintenance and a sinale failure occurs in the other train of that subsystemI
Note 1: If one subsystem is unavailable.

(e~g.. one I.....s.u.available.dueto.on-line.mainteance.and.a.singl.failure.occurs.i.the.other.train.f.that 

....sTstem

the oeerator will ooen the RCP header tie line isolation valves to provide coolina from the operating subsystem to the RCP thermal barriers of the
unavailable subsystem. The flow rate reauired to the two RCP thermal barriers is 80 aom from the ooeratine subsystem.
unavailable subsystem. The flow rate reguired to the two RCP thermal barders is 80 aDM from the ogerating subsystem.

Tier 2 9.2-102 ~e~e~n4
Tier 2 9.2-1 02 Revesoe" 8
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changes in flow rate or temlerature conditions in each heat exchange configuration. DCD_09.02.
Tables 9.2.2-4 and 9.2.2-5 provide heat loads and flow rates, respectively, for various 02-52
CCWS operating modes.

9.2.2.2.1.2 CCWP

The CCWP circulates cooling water through the CCW HX and the components cooled by
CCWS.

The pumps are horizontal centrifugal pumps and driven by an ac powered induction
motor.

The pumps are designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26, seismic
category I, and are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Section
III, class 3.

The pumps are designed in consideration of head losses in the cooling water inlet piping
based on full power flow conditions, increased pipe roughness, maximum pressure drop
through the system heat exchangers, and the actual amount of excess margin etc. The DCD_09.02.
design head and flow rate of the CCWS 1umDs are provided in Table 9.2.2-2. The design 02-53

head is calculated based on supDlying cooling water to the RCP thermal barriers, which is
the line having the most severe pressure loss. The pumps have a design head of 180 ft
which ensures a minimum of 5% margin over the head required to account for the
pressure loss of this line at the design flow rate. The design flow rate of 12,000 gpm is at
least 20% larger than that required for any CCWS operational mode, as indicated in Table
9.2.2-5.

Tho ourgo tanko aro 1o0818d 6i a hi60h48 olo8ation "ha #i pumps to eonOur OufIcNOWM
NPB2uH FmArgin is a..ilalo."- The COWS surae tank is located at a higher elevation (uDper
level of the Reactor Building) than the CCWS pumps (lower level of the Reactor Building).
The Qrca1culatione of available NPSH is based on conservative assumptions such as
h!ghoot ,W, flow .. , highest .u... fank tompointuo @nd lowest ... g. tank 'eve!the
maximum CCW flow rate (17,000 gpm, derived from the pump runout), highest surge tank
temperature, and the surge tank nozzle location. The nozzle elevation is below the low-
low water level setpoint. The level at which air ingestion into the CCWS pumps could
occur is between the low-low water level setpoint and the CCWS surge tank nozzle
elevation. Using these conservative assumptions, the calculated NPSH is further reduced
to define the design specification for the reguired NPSH of the CCWS pumps. This
approach ensures that the CCWS pumps have flooded suction during all operating
conditions um air ingestion can be avoided.

The flow rate of CCWS is reaulated using a manual flow control valve installed
downstream of each Diece of auxiliary equipment which is set to maintain adeauate
suplDv water to the auxiliary eauipment. The heat exchangers that remove the heat load
under normal operation have an adequate capacity to supply CCW of 100°F to each
piece of auxiliary eguipment even with an ESW temperature of 950 F. Thus, the supply
temperature of 1 00°F or less necessary for normal operation is maintained without
automatic control, so that flow rate is regulated depending on the CCW temperature.
without direct temperature control.

DCD_09.02.
02-57

DCD_09.02.
02-57 S01

DCD_09.02.
02-57
DCD_09.02.
02-57 SO1
DCD_09.02.
02-67

Tier 2 9.2-29 ReyosweR 3
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COWS pump operation is interlocked with ESWS DumD ooeration to support

uninterrupted heat removal, as described in Subsection 9.2.1.2.3.1.

9.2.2.2.1.3 CCW Surge Tank

The CCW surge tanks are constructed of carbon steel and located in the upper level of
the Reactor Building. They are connected to the suction side of the GGWPCCWS Dumps.
There are a total of two surge tanks, one for each of the two CCWS subsystems. Each
surne tank is divided into two eaual comoartments bv an internal nartition Mlate: the

DCD_09.02.
02-68

DCD_09.02.
02-57

DCD_09.02.
02-49

partition plate extends above the high water level setpoint. The surge tank
accommodates the thermal expansion and contraction of the cooling water and potential
leakage into or from the CCWS. Makeup water is supplied to the respective surge line. In
the event that makeup water is not available, each COWS surae tank compartment has a
volume between the low-low level setpoint and the "0" instrument level of more than 800

DCD_09.02.
02-49

nallons This is more than adeauate to accommodate ootential system leakaae from
oumo seals and valves over a seven-day period, as discussed in Subsection 9.2.2.3.2.

The CCW surge tank is designated quality group C as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.26,
seismic category I, and is designed to the requirements of the ASME Section III, class 3.

In case of a small leak out of the system, makeup water is supplied as necessary until the

leak is isolated.

The makeup water can be supplied from the following systems:

" Demineralized water system (DWS) which supplies the demineralized water

" Primary makeup water system (PMWS) which supplies the deaerated water- e-

primary makeup wator

" R.fuol.ng .etO. Otorogo . y.tOM (RWS) .t,. o• h eupplioc the re..u^,;g wat.rEyr&
protection water supply system (FSS) which supplies fire protection water

Deaerated water is used for initial filling of this system and demineralized water is used
for automatic makeup when the tank water level reaches a low level setpoint.

oco_09.02.
02-69

DCD_09.02.
02-69

It nocacaar;ý, priAROY FnzIkoP Wator and rfuolwein wator maOY be used du~Rnga
emorgonRW. Rofuol~n Wator otorago pit i tr f~t o o c•l ... yl..The COWS
is desilned such that makeup to the surae tanks is not required for a minimum of seven

DCD_09.02.
02-69

days if the system is isolated. To provide additional capability for Iona-term functionality
after a safe shutdown earthquake. makeup to each CCWS surge tank can be provided by
the FSS using piping to the makeup connection that is designed to remain functional after
a SSE. The supply to the FSS makeup connection is through seismically qualified piping
from a seismically qualified water source, as discussed in Subsection 9.5.1.2.2

Water chemistry control of CCWS is performed by adding chemicals to the CCW surge
tank to prevent long term corrosion that may degrade system performance. The CCW in
the surge tank is covered with nitrogen gas to maintain water chemistry. The elevation of DCD 09.02.
the surge tank and piping arrangement minimize the potential for nitrogen accumulation 02-57

in places other than the surge tank. Strainers are provided in piping connecting makeup I DCD_09.02.
02-81

Tier 2 9.2-30
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water sources to the surge tank: based on heat exchanger flow passage dimensions, the
strainer mesh size is 3mm.

In order to provide redundancy for a passive failure (a loss of system integrity resulting in
abnormal leakage), an internal partition plate is provided in the tank so that two separate
surge tank volumes are maintained. Accessibility is provided for inspection of the partition

piat&

J DCD_09.02.
02-81

DCD_09.02.
02-57

The CCW surge tank ,,pOolty Oft6,. $. 061, . W to .,.. the .amoun .. ,..,_ ._o from RC
,-,nor, DOW- mo 1,. nO,-.o .ro-o, O:of", :. on :,,Rmo.normal Tree volume OT zuYo can

accomodate 300 gom potential inleakage from an RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger
for thirty seconds. The most significant volume change due to system temperature
chanae is associated with start/stop of the Boric Acid Evaporator: the effect of such a
chanae is about 10% of surge tank compartment volume, based on a potential
temperature variation of ±70 F. Relief valves provide overpressure protection and
discharge to the Reactor Building sump. Rogording tiho makeup WOWo courco of the DCD_09.02.

02-69-...f t,.... ,8169 , ........ I Make WSWugpIwatermsuplups trperuormedy ba
scoommodote system leakage 46F vO dGYv . Makeup water supply is performed by an
operator by locally operating the manual valves. A vacuum breaker is installed on the
surge tank to prevent damaging the tank in the event of a sudden decrease in water level.

9.2.2.2.1.4 Piping

Carbon steel is used for the p'ipin of the CCWGCCWS piping. Piping joints and
connections are welded, except where flanged connections are required. With regard to
isolation of the RCP thermal barrier, piping between the check valves (NCS-VLV-405A, B.
C and DQ and motor-operated valves (NCS-FCV-129B. 130B. 131B. and 132B) is
designed for RCS rated conditions.

DCD_09.02.
02-59
DCD 09.02.
02-60

DCD_09.02.
02-59

CCWS sunnlv lines which sunnlv cooling water to the safety related SSCs and to the
RCPs are designed to withstand the high energv line break (HELB) as defined in BTP
ASB 3-3. and to the reauirements of seismic Category I Quality Groun C and ASME
Section III Class 3.

9.2.2.2.1.5 Ialves

The following summarizes the maior CCWS valves and their functions. Table 9.2.2-7
provides a listing of valves and the Class 1 E power source.

Header tie line isolation valve (SUDDIV valves NCS-MOV-02OA/B/CID and Return
valves NCS-MOV-007A/B/C/Di

DCD_09.02.
02-51

DCD_09.02.
02-48

Each safety train has both supply and return header tie line isolation valves so that a
single failure of one of the safety trains will not impact the other safety trains.The function
of this motor operated valve is to separate each subsystem into two independent trains
during abnormal and accident conditions. This ensures each safety train is isolated from
eRa_ potential passive failure in the non-safety portion or another safety train of the
CCWS. This .el.. ,ut.mag.al-- olococ . t o.. o upon the feol....g oi@gnol:This valve is
operated from the MCR when an operator determines that train separation is required.

DCD_09.02.
02-48

Tier 2 9.2-31 Reviaeae 2
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Descriptions of the testing and inspection programs for pumps and valves are provided in
the following subsections and sections:

" Subsection 3.9.6, Functional design, qualification & in-service testing programs
for pumps, valves & dynamic restraints;

* Subsection 6.2.4, Containment Isolation System (applicable to CCWS

containment isolation valves);

" Section 6.6, In-service inspection & testing of class 2 & 3 components.

9.2.2.5 Instrumentation Requirements

9.2.2.5.1 CCW supply header pressure

CCW header pressure is indicated in the MCR. When the pressure decreases due to the
failure or inadvertent shutdown of the operating pump or valve misalignment, an alarm is
transmitted to the MCR and the.s. tadb, pump ie ...... based on a low pressure
indication. The standby pump is automatically started based on this indication.

In addition. the CS/RHR HX CCW Outlet 1st and 2nd valves automatically close on
receipt of both the low pump discharge pressure signal from the respective train CCW
pump and the low CCW header pressure signal.

DCD_09.02.
02-60

DCD_09.02.
02-86

9.2.2.5.2 CCW radiation monitor

Radiation monitors are located downstream of the supply headers and the signal is
.dio•ktoddisolayed in the MCR. When the signal exceeds the setpoint, an alarm is

transmitted and the CCW surge tank vent valve is closed. After header tie line isolation.
the radiation monitor line root valves are operated in order to realign radiation monitoring.

DCD_09.02.
02-66

9.2.2.5.3 CCW supply header flow rate

The CCW supply header flow rates are indicated in the MCR.

9.2.2.5.4 CCW surge tank water level

dno d WN A'rgoe daK Watr MR levO indicato ion for if surMe in :cmpare rhe
leakage oc9mro, a high or lo8W WGIo 1oYGl alarmA is trOPanMitto to the V1CR.DIeQQ~j5
designed with redundant MCR level indication for each surge tank compgartment. The

DCD_09.02.
02-57

normal demineralized water makeup line for each CCWS surge tank compartment
rnntainq a flow indication device that can also be read in the MCR. The combination of
continuously monitored compartment level and demineralized water makeup flow
provides the ability to trend compartment level data and normal makeuD flow. The

I *h.,4 tha nnrn r.a.mnn+ ..v,+nr
SdgiLl~UIIlVy SLJ LTgI IU LIIIJ UCLa a2IIUWv UfrJIIiLUIg 21 1VlOUIV2 IIi L, IIV V1 I.OUl[ LV 1L wV2= nLI

volume does not decrease below that necessarv to ensure CCWS function for 7 days
without makeup for post-seismic operation. if necessary.

Surge tank water level considerations include:

Tier 2 9.241 Re~4
Tier 2 9.2-41 RevlimeR-3
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" Potential inleakage from an RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger, as discussed in DCD_09.02.

Subsection 9.2.2.2.1.3. 02-57

" Volume variations due to COW temperature change. as discussed in Subsection
9.2.2.2.1.3.

" Adequate volume in each compartment to accommodate potential leakage for 7 days
without makeup, as discussed in Subsection 9.2.2.3.2.

A loe': 18W:: ":ator lo':-ol iq,,.lThe normal water makeup valves (LCV-01 0A/B/C/D) are
automatically closed when the surge tank reaches the normal level. A high water level
signal provides an alarm in the MCR. A low water level signal provides an alarm in the
MCR and opens the normal water makeup valves. Only one of the two instruments for
each compartment is used to provide automatic control of the associated surge tank
makeup valve. A low-low water level signal also provides a MCR alarm and isolates the
components located in the non-seismic category I buildings. 'n addki.n, tho icolagot DCD_09.02.

Vt V m .. . 1. - d # I . . , _ . . . .- A k5. .5 . 1 .V ... ft. V V WV .. 4......-. 0248

eUbsIWtm, whorl tho lIcu llly .Ator lovyel cigvll is octotod, is difvi V ide Wto two
!RdoepRdont brofns for eaceh stein to.. epply tho ... p..l -e Ioop.Level indication that is on- DCD_09.02.
scale (i.e.. at or above the 0% instrument level) is indicative of adeguate CCWS DumD net 02-57

Positive suction head.

9.2.2.5.5 RCP thermal barrier HX and RCP motor cooling water flow rate

Reactor coolant pump thermal barrier HX and motor cooling water flow rate is indicated in
the MCR. If the flow rate drops to its low flow setpoint, a low flow alarm is transmitted to
the MCR. A high flow alarm, resulting from the in-leakage of reactor coolant to CCWS due
to the reactor coolant pump thermal barrier HX tube leak, is transmitted to the MCR when
the flow rate becomes about 1.5 times as large as the normal flow rate, and the isolation
valves located at cooling water return line are closed.

9.2.2.5.6 CCW surge tank pressure

The CCW surge tank pressure is locally indicated. The surge tank nitrogen cover gas
supply valve and tank vent valve are controlled with open-closed control so that the tank
pressures are maintained within a pre-set range. High and low surge tank pressures are
alarmed in the MCR.

9.2.2.5.7 CCWP di..he'ie-and suction pressure DCD_09.02.102-86
The CCW pump "i""'F._ . . suction pressuree-em ji locally indicated and emis used

for CCW pump performance testing.

9.2.2.5.8 CCWP discharge Dressure DCD_09.02.
02-86

Two pressure instruments are provided at the COW pump outlet. When the pump
discharge pressure decreases due to the failure or inadvertent shutdown of an operating
pump. an alarm is transmitted to the MCR. In addition. the CS/RHR HX COW Outlet 1st
and 2nd valves automatically close on indications of this condition. One of two pressure
indicators is indicated in the MCR: the other is a local indicator, which can be used for the
COW pump performance testing.

Tier 2 9.2-42 Rev~n4
Tier 2 9.2-42 Rmomaaan 2
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Table 9.2.2-2 Component Cooling Water System Component Design Datea

Component Cooling Water Pump

Quantity 4

Type horizontal centrifugal

Design flow rate 12,000 gpm

Design head 180 ft

Design pressure 200 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger

Quantity 4

Type Plate type

Plate Material Ti

Heat transfer rate 50.0x 106 Btu/hr

UA 10.0x 0 X tu/°F- hr-

CCW side ESW side

Design flow rate 11,000 gpm 11,000 gpm

Design pressure 200 psig 150 psig

Design Temperature 200 o F 140 0 F

Design Inlet temperature - 95 OF

Design outlet temperature 100 OF

Component Cooling Water Surge Tank

Quantity 2

Type Horizontal

Capacity 2842,Q ft 3 (partitioned into two

comartments

Design pressure 50 psig

Design temperature 200 0 F

i DCD 09.02.
02-52

DCD_09.02.
02-52

I DCD_09.02.
02-57

Tier 2 
9.2-93

Tier 2 9.2-93


